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Free Dragos Platform, OT-CERT, Neighborhood Keeper, and access  
to Dragos Academy for training and education

Community Defense  
Program

D A T A S H E E T

Protecting power and water systems has become more challenging than ever. Global threat actors and  
ransomware groups target critical infrastructure with increasingly sophisticated cyber attacks. Small 
utilities that service our local communities are on the front lines of the fight, and often lack the resources  
to build an effective cyber defense.

The Dragos Community Defense Program (CDP) gives under-resourced US-based utility providers (with under $100M 
in annual revenue) free access to the Dragos Platform, providing the foundation for building their cybersecurity 
program and reducing operational technology (OT) cyber risk.
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Dragos Platform 

Asset visibility and inventory, threat detection, vulnerability management, and response playbooks

Threat Hunting

CDP participants’ telemetry is automatically analyzed by OT expert threat hunters

Neighborhood Keeper

Collective defense and anonymized community threat visibility amongst participating Dragos Platform 
customers

Membership in Dragos OT-CERT

Toolkits, guides, and members-only working sessions to help build your cybersecurity capabilities
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C O M M U N I T Y  D E F E N S E  P R O G R A M

What Dragos Will Provide:

The first step is to sign up for a new account, or sign into an existing account. You’ll then have free access to:

• The Dragos Platform, including Sensors and SiteStore, virtual models

• Neighborhood Keeper membership for collective defense

• Threat Hunting services

• Dragos OT-CERT membership

• Dragos Academy access

• Software and KnowledgePack updates

Ready to get started?  
Register your interest at https://www.dragos.com/community-defense-program/registration/
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About Dragos, Inc.

Dragos, Inc. has a global mission to safeguard civilization from those trying to  
disrupt the industrial infrastructure we depend on every day. Dragos is privately  
held and headquartered in the Washington, DC area with regional presence around  
the world, including Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Europe, and the Middle East.

Learn more about our technology, services, and threat intelligence offerings:

Contact Us
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How to Qualify:

• Be US-based water, electric, and/or natural gas utility 

• Have revenues less than $100 million, must not be owned by a parent company or part of an organization with 
revenues exceeding $100 million

• Have hardware required to run the software. (See Dragos Platform Appliance Model Datasheet) 

• Have internet connectivity to enable communications for Neighborhood Keeper and Threat Hunting support

What We Need From You:
• Completion of the CDP application

• Confirmation of basic network infrastructure that can support SPAN or a tap (our technology is passive monitoring)

• Virtual infrastructure for Dragos Platform Sensors or ability to purchase hardware to meet the software 
specifications

• Authorization to deploy our solution with terms and conditions

•  Completion of contracts detailing terms and conditions
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